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The Davis Lake Swim and Tennis Club is an amenity that is intended as a centerpiece for the Davis Lake Neighborhoods where 

neighbors can congregate and foster a sense of community.  In order to help provide the safest and most enjoyable environment possible, 

all neighbors and their guests are expected to be familiar with and abide by the published rules and policies for the facilit ies.  As a sitter 

for a family in a Davis Lake Neighborhood, there is an additional set of obligation that you must abide by in order to keep the facilities 

safe, as well as to ensure the safety of the children under your care. 

 

As an approved sitter, you will be provided with a “Sitter Pass” that must be presented upon entry to the facilities.  This pass is specific 
to the children listed on this covenant.  If you will be sitting for multiple families, multiple covenants will be issued, however, you only 

need one Davis Lake “Sitter Pass” ID card. The Covenant form is kept on file by the Sitter’s last name at the Pool Check-in Desk and the 

Clubhouse Office. This will ensure that the family, as well as the sitter each agrees to a standard of conduct that will be conducive to a 

safe environment.   

 

As a Sitter, I agree to the following: 
 I am at least 12 years old 

 I have read and received the Facility Usage Rules & Contract  

 I agree to abide by these published rules and guidelines 

 I understand that any children under my care 6 years & older are to have their updated Davis Lake ID card to enter the 

club facilities 

 I will ensure that the children under my care will abide by these published rules and guidelines 

 I will ensure that the children under my care will have proper supervision at all times when using the Davis Lake 

facilities 

 I will present my “Sitter Pass” each time I enter the club facilities with the children that are under my care 

 I understand that if I am a Davis Lake Resident I must have my “Sitter Pass” AND Davis Lake ID cards 

 I understand that if I am NOT a Davis Lake Resident I must have my “Sitter Pass” in addition to a Guest Punch Pass 

(One punch per visit. These are available for sale at the Pool Check-in desk.) 

 

As a Parent, I agree to the following: 
 It is the parent’s responsibility to ensure that their children and the sitter for their children are aware of, and adhere to, 

the rules of all Davis Lake amenities 

 Davis Lake families will provide a GUEST PASS for any OUTSIDE SITTER with an approved “Sitter Pass” who 

does not reside in Davis Lake. The Sitter will present this Guest Punch Pass each time they sign into the pool with the 

children under their care 

 A Sitter Covenant and Sitter Pass must both be current and updated for access to amenities 

 

Failure to abide by this Covenant may result in the following: 
 First Offense………….Verbal Warning 

 Second Offense……….Time out from Facility with Notification to Parents 

 Third Offense…………“Sitter Pass” Revoked 

 

Parent Signature:           _____________________________________________       Date______________________ 

 

Address:                           _____________________________________________       Phone_____________________ 

 

Sitter Signature:              _____________________________________________       Date ______________________ 

  

Address:                            _____________________________________________      Phone _____________________ 

 

Children(s) Name(s):       _____________________________________________      Age   ______________________ 

 

                                      _____________________________________________ Age   ______________________ 

 

                                      _____________________________________________ Age   ______________________ 

                                      

                                      _____________________________________________      Age   _____________________ 


